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1. Rome Investment Forum: Europe back at centre stage
  
Have Europe's institutions and movers-and-shakers finally got a grip on the main economic problems facing
the continent and its peoples? After several years of poor performance, are prospects rosier? Is political
uncertainty giving way to a firmer sense of direction? As the financial and economic crisis slips further into
the past, the fourth edition of the Rome Investment Forum organised by FeBAF on 15 and 16 December
provided more light than earlier editions. Lessons have been learnt, and that progress has been made in
getting economies moving and in tackling tricky issues was one of the messages that came from the dense
programme of addresses and round-table discussions launched by Luigi Abete, FeBAF's chairman, in his
opening address. The year-end conference, whose patrons included the European Commission and whose
main sponsor was the European Investment Fund, brought together leading global, European and Italian
figures from the world of finance and the field of economics. There is important work-in-progress and much
remains to be done, but winding up a series of sessions whose scope ranged from European economic and
monetary union and the euro, to the Juncker plan, investment for innovation and sustainability, Paolo
Garonna, FeBAF's secretary-general, pointed to concrete progress made over the past three years.
Conference materials at www.febaf.it/rif2017.

 

 

2. Eyes on the future: smart mobility for all
  
ANIA, (the insurers' association, www.ania.it), continues to examine the implications of innovation and
technological change for the insurance industry. Recently it organised the first of what will be an annual
conference, "Innovation by ANIA". Addressing the conference, which focused on smart mobility, Maria Bianca
Farina, ANIA's president, noted how the large changes currently underway had been the centre of attention
at the association's recent annual meeting. There are major trends in longevity and climate as well as in
technology, said Ms Farina, with change accelerating rather than slowing. “Such changes cannot do other
than affect our sector, altering its borders and offering insurers new ways of working.” She drew attention
to how many consumers check online before buying insurance. Customers expect quick answers and and
quality of service when buying insurance. Car-sharing and smart cars are changing that part of insurance
business, and risk evaluation will have to develop to take account of this. Ms Farina noted how ANIA and its
members are gearing up to offer new ways of insuring shared mobility and responding to millenials' demand
for “instant insurance”. ANIA's president sees "Innovation by ANIA" as a way to assist its members in pushing
ahead with their own work in developing new solutions and new services.
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3. Fintech for policy makers
 
The finance commission of parliament's lower chamber heard on 5 December from Giovanni Sabatini,
director-general of ABI (the banking association, www.abi.it), about how Fintech was making ground and
about its impact on banking and finance in general. Early in his presentation, Mr Sabatini explained to the
commission how innovative technology can find a role in evaluating credit merit in procedures for loan
approval. After illustrating the broad sweep of Fintech worldwide and in Europe, he turned his attention to
developments in Italy. Italian banks have made a priority of Fintech, 70 per cent of them forming
relationships with start-ups, he said. There are 136 Italian Fintechs, albeit only 15 per cent of them have
received significant risk capital, finance mostly being provided by private equity, investment funds and
private investors. “It is necessary to create a wider system that will allow Fintech start-ups to strengthen
their asset bases and be better able to compete on an international scale,” he advised. 
 

4. Italian Government on Reforming the European Monetary Union
 
On the occasion of the mid-December European Council, the Italian Government presented a position paper
(www.mef.gov.it) on the future of the European Union. The paper is entitled “Reforming the European
Monetary Union in a Stronger European Union” and contains a policy action with eight proposals: 1. A new
approach to providing and funding “European public goods” (including a permanent Juncker plan focused on
innovation-drive investments, with a key coordinated taxation policy): 2. To improve the fiscal framework in
order to boost reforms and investments; 3. To draw the implications of a European fiscal stance in policy
recommendations to member states; 4. To deal with macroeconomic imbalances in a symmetric and more
effective way; 5. A stabilization function for the Euroarea; 6. To complete the Banking Union; 7. A new role
for the European Stability Mechanism; 8. A European Finance Minister.
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